ANNEX C: BIO OF PERFORMING ARTS GROUPS
Performing Arts Group

Date

Tang Renaissance

Saturday, 18 Sep

Tang Renaissance is a registered arts charity promoting the traditional opera
art form of Shanghai Yue Opera. Its mission is to create a fertile ground for the
germination of creative talents, developed through discipline and concentration
that comes from caring.
PB&J

PB&J is Singapore’s only indie crossover band that creates a special brand of
performance characterised by the use of traditional Chinese instruments,
electronics and non-conventional sound sources - all set amidst soft visual
aesthetics.
Featuring local musicians Jocelyn Tan (sheng/electronics), Ng Wei Xuan
(dizi/melodica/keyboard), Emilea Teo (ruan/keyboard), Sulwyn Lok
(ruan/electronics) and Ong Wei Da (yangqin/ percussion), the band favours
peeled-back jazz arrangements and new works in intimate, cosy venues.

Sunday, 19 Sep

Ding Yi Music Company

Friday, 24 Sep

Ding Yi’s mission is to advocate and promote its unique Singaporean identity
and sound – Ding Yi Chinese chamber music by producing iconic programmes
locally and overseas, proudly flying our Singapore flag high, leaving footprints
in many important international music festivals.
Ding Yi is also a proud recipient of the third Chinese Cultural Contribution
Award in 2019 and National Arts Council Major Company Scheme since 2016.
Wu Yue Dance Studio Arts Troupe

Saturday, 25 Sep

Wu Yue Dance Studio Arts Troupe is a non-profitable society, with a vision to
establish a dance company of members with strong dance passion, skills for
production of high quality performing work, good self-discipline and physical
well-being. The objectives are to promote local cultural arts through dance
activities, nurture young talents in dance education, and provide opportunities
for participation in performing arts.
The Arts Troupe is led by Artistic Director, Mdm Gan Beng Lee. The members
are trained in Chinese Classical and Folk dance, and have graduated from the
graded dance syllabus by the Beijing Dance Academy dance examinations
board.
A Bigger Bang - The Percussion Assembly

Friday, 1 Oct

A Bigger Bag - The Percussion Assembly is an assemblage of percussion
enthusiasts from all walks of life gathered together by their love of the
percussive arts to create exciting and fun percussive music. The group aims to
reach out to the community to promote drumming as a fun and exciting art
form. It has been led by Artistic Director Mr. Quek Ling Kiong since 2002. A
Bigger Bang – The Percussion Assembly is the sister group of A Bigger Bang
Percussion.
Singapore Chinese Dance Theatre

Saturday, 2 Oct

Singapore Chinese Dance Theatre (SCDT) is a professional Chinese dance
company from Singapore. First established as an amateur troupe in 1989, the
company has grown into an esteemed name today.
SCDT has been constantly pushing boundaries and seeking breakthroughs in
its works. SCDT also tours annually to showcase its works and seeks
opportunities for exchange and networking with international counterparts.
Time:
● 5.30pm to 6pm
● 7pm to 7.30pm
● 8.30pm to 9pm (also live-streamed on Gardens by the Bay’s Facebook)
Location: Flower Field Hall
Details:
● Pre-registration online via www.gardensbythebay.com.sg/midautumn is required.
● Admission does not include admission to Flower Dome.
● Admission to performances is only for fully vaccinated visitors / visitors with negative PET
results within 24 hours from the end of performance / visitors with proof of recovery from
Covid-19.

